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Organizers
ReIReS (Research Infrastructure on Religious Studies)
Leibniz-Institute of European History, Mainz:
-

Dr. Marco Büchler

-

Anna Aschauer M.A.

Third Parties
Leibniz-Institut für Ost- und Südosteuropaforschung/Leibniz Institute for East and
Southeast European Studies in Regensburg – as the partner of the Leibniz-Institute of
European History in Mainz.

Contact
Anna Aschauer M.A.: aschauer@ieg-mainz.de
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ReIReS is a starting community of twelve European
institutions that are building a unique and highly
qualified infrastructure on religious studies. ReIReS
brings knowledge into the field of religious pluralism
in Europe, thus contributing to a stable society. It
explains and implements the idea of “Knowledge
Creates Understanding”.
www.reires.eu
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1. Introduction
The Mainz DH course introduces participants to the theoretical, methodological, and
practical aspects of Digital Humanities. By discussing, then, topics ranging from the changes
digital technologies bring to the very identity of a scholar to the process of digitisation of
their materials and research.The latter aspect is, furthermore, discussed within the context
of digitisation of personal data and materials and at the same time by integrating one’s own
data to larger systems.
In light of the second set of presentations by Anna Aschauer, Ilenia Laudito, and Marco
Büchler various digital tools are presented to participants that allow them to re-discover
their materials, contextualise it in a broader framework and introduce a macroscopic
approach in their research.
The aspect of digital tools is, moreover, expanded by the presentation on GIS and georeferencing for historical studies [Hans Bauer and Marco Büchler] where the participants
are introduced to geographical and Digital Methods and are familiarised with cutting-edge
methods that allow them to conduct their research by integrating new components in it.
Although the Maiz DH course uses specific case studies to discuss the various topics that
are raised, the course as a whole is built on theoretical approaches with a methodological
dimension that will equip the participants with the necessary skills to later experiment with
other and/or new tools for their research as well.
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2. ReIReS Training Programme
One-week Schools on the Use and Study of Special Documents:
•

EPHE Paris: 18-23 February 2019

•

University Sophia: 22-28 September 2019

•

KU Leuven: February 2020

•

University of Hamburg: 14-19 June 2020

•

Fscire Bologna: March 2020

Three-days Courses on Digital Humanities and Historical Religious Studies
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•

IEG Mainz: 21-23 January 2019

•

Fscire, Bologna: 3-5 July 2019

•

University of Sofia: 19-21 November 2019

•

KU Leuven: 30 March-1 April 2020

•

Brepols, Turnhout: 1-3 April 2020

•

University of Hamburg: 20-22 November 2020
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3. Unique Contribution to the ReIReS Training Programme
The course seeks to cover both practical and theoretical topics in order to allow participants
to understand not only the digital topics per se, but also how research reached there. That
is either the theoretical background for an innovative tool or the context for the
development of an existing one. In second place, they will be able to adopt such approaches
in their own working methods and extend the knowledge they receive in other fields.
In addition, the course offers a case study – intertextuality – investigated holistically (distant
and close) that can offer an insight into the very core of digital humanities and research. The
same goes for digital editions and texts which is a sine qua non for digital humanities, since
a vast number of materials are textual sources.
Finally, the programme is structured in such a way that it deals with the participants at the
same time as students and teachers, teaching them new things and simultaneously how they
arrived there, which is fundamental in all modern pedagogical methods. Leaving, then, their
time in Mainz they will have not only to learn new things, but they will be able to re-discover
their research and teaching materials in new terms.
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4. Trainers
Aschauer, Anna: staff member of the Digital Historical Research Department. She is a trained
historian and has been working in the DARIAH-DE project for the last 3 years.
Bauer, Hans: specialist in Slavic studies and history. At the Leibniz Institute for East and
Southeast European Studies he is responsible for the management of digital collections at
the library and as well for building up a portal of geo-referenced maps (project GeoPortOst).
Boermsa, Karla: work packages leader in the REIRES project as well as Director of Operations
in the international network Refo500.
Büchler, Dr. Marco: head of the Digital Historical Research Department at the LeibnizInstitute of European History. Marco Büchler is a computer scientist with a focus on natural
language processing.
Laudito, Ilenia: staff member of the Project RETOPEA at the IEG. Ilenia majored in Philosophy
in her Bachelor degree and is currently doing her Master in Digital Humanities.
Voigt-Goy, PD Dr. Christopher: senior investigator in the Religious History Department at the
IEG and the head of the project “Religious preservation of Peace and Peace-making in
Europe (1500-1800) – Digital Edition”.
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5. Common Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

The participant is able to use the opportunities that arise from the development of
digital humanities for historical religious studies.
The participant has the possibility to deal with experts in digital humanities and to
experience the heuristic potential available through digital tools and resources.
The participant is aware of the specific features of the digital tools available
through ReIReS and the potentiality of their use in the research activity.
The participant can work on specific case studies during the course with constant
guidance of experts
The participant gains knowledge and experience about strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and challenges of the digital transformation of cultural objects.
The participant is capable to train others in the use of the program.

6. Specific Learning Goals
•
•
•
•
•
•

The participant gains basic knowledge and skills in the use of Cosmotool and Data
Modelling Environment (DARIAH-DE)
The participant acquires knowledge on metadata standards and basic operating
skills
The participant learns how to install, run and configure TRACER on their own
devices
The participant learns how to optimise a text mining engine for precision and recall
The participant expands theory on and skills of digital editing and text-encoding
The participant gains knowledge and skills in geo-referencing, including problems
of geo-referencing and accuracy based on the granularity of maps
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7. Leibniz- Institute of European History
The Leibniz Institute of European History (IEG) in Mainz is a non-profit institution devoted
to academic research that is not part of a university. It is an independent research institute
and it has been a member of the Leibniz Association since 2012. Its purpose is to conduct
academic research on European history. The Institute fulfils this purpose through the
individual and joint research efforts of its staff and through the research scholarships and
fellowships that it awards to academics both from Germany and abroad.
Today, the Institute’s charter defines the primary goals of the IEG as follows: "Research on
the religious and intellectual traditions of Europe, their development and crises, and
particularly on religious differences, their effects and the possibilities of overcoming these
differences", and "Europe-focused fundamental research which assists the historical
understanding of the process of the coalescence of Europe and the individual historical
paths of the European states and peoples".

8. Main Topics of the Workshop
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TRACER
TRACER is a suite of 700 algorithms, whose features can be combined to create the optimal
formula for detecting those words, sentences and ideas that have been reused across texts.
Created by Marco Büchler, TRACER is designed to facilitate research in text reuse detection
and many have made use of it to identify plagiarism in a text, as well as verbatim and near
verbatim quotations, paraphrase and even allusions. The thousands of feature
combinations that TRACER supports allow to investigate not only contemporary texts, but
also complex historical texts where reuse is harder to spot.
TRACER is language-independent and has been successfully tested on: Ancient Greek,
Arabic, Coptic, English, German, Hebrew, Latin and Tibetan.
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DARIAH-DE and Cosmotool
CosmoTool is a digital tool that combines biographical information from different sources
into inter- and national movement profiles of historical personalities. This is intended to
draw conclusions on characteristics and rules, which can be regarded as international
criteria. CosmoTool is based on DARIAH-DE federation architecture and allows the
extraction of data from unstructured text.
DARIAH-DE supports research in the humanities and cultural sciences with digital methods
and procedures. The research infrastructure of DARIAH-DE consists of four pillars: teaching,
research, research data and technical components. As a partner in DARIAH-EU, DARIAH-DE
helps to bundle and network state-of-the-art activities of the digital humanities. Scientists
use DARIAH, for example, to make research data available across Europe. The exchange of
knowledge and expertise is thus promoted across disciplines and the possibility of
discovering new scientific discourses is encouraged.
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RETOPEA
The project will carry out challenging research on historical peace treaties and conflict
settlements, as well as on contemporary representations of religious cohabitation in culture
and media. To address the issue of religious diversity, RETOPEA will develop active learning
from history: This is a new approach that provides teenagers with tools allowing them to
think about religious cohabitation in a more nuanced, empathic way. Through active
participation in the production of docutubes (online movies), teenagers will be encouraged
to actively engage with different ways of understanding religious cohabitation. Studying
historical peace-making initiatives will deepen our understanding of how religious conflicts
and tensions have been accommodated and solved in different traditions (Christian, Muslim,
Jewish) over time. Research into contemporary representations will subsequently reveal how
such initiatives are used, misinterpreted or ignored in different types of culture and media
today. A training course will provide professional educators with information and training
about religious diversity and peace-making using the “Badged Open Course” format – a free
online format that provides a certificate on completion.
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GeoPortOst
GeoPortOst provides access to more than 3,000 maps of Eastern and Southeastern Europe.
The collection includes especially hidden, thematic maps on history, ethnography as well as
the economic and social relations of this area. In addition, GeoPortOst stores old maps and
map series from the 16th to 19th century on Eastern Europe. GeoPortOst synthesizes maps,
spatial data, and semantic context within a new spatial information system.
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9. Program
Sunday, 20. 01.2019:
Welcome dinner in Hof Ehrenfels (Grebenstr. 5, 55116 Mainz, Germany) at 8 PM

Monday, 21.01.2019
8:30- 9:30 Coffee & Help Desk (optional)
9:30- 9:45: Welcome words (Marco Büchler)
9:45 – 10:00 Introduction to ReIReS (Karla Boersma)
9:45- 11:00 DARIAH-DE: Collection Registry & Repository (Anna Aschauer)
11:00- 11:30 Coffee break
11:30- 12:30 DARIAH-DE: group search in Cosmotool and Data Modeling Environment (Anna
Aschauer)
12:30- 13:30 Lunch
13:30-15:00 RETOPEA: Multilingual translation of data and metadata (Ilenia Laudito)
15:00 – 15:30 Coffee break
15:30 – 17:00 RETOPEA: Data ingestion in Omeka (Ilenia Laudito)

Tuesday, 22.01.2019
8:30- 9:30 Coffee & Help Desk (optional)
9:30 – 11:00 TRACER: introduction and installation (Marco Büchler)
11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break
11:30 – 12:30 Introduction to Historical Text Reuse & First TRACER runs (Marco Büchler)
12:30- 13:30 Lunch
13:30-15:00 Hands-on session with TRACER on Biblical Text Reuse (Marco Büchler)
15:00 – 15:30 Coffee break
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15:30 – 17:00 Presentation of results by participants, discussion of results & lessons learned

Wednesday, 23.01.2019
8:30- 9:30 Coffee & Help Desk (optional)
9:30–11:00: Religious preservation of Peace and Peace-making in Europe (1500-1800) –
Digital Edition (Christopher Voigt-Goy)
11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break
11:30–12:30 Critique of Spatial Information – Information for Spatial Criticism.
Maps and map resources for historical studies (Hans Bauer)
12:30- 13:30 Lunch
13:30-15:00 My First Mapping Toolbox: Georeferencing – Geoanalyzing – Geostorytelling
(Hans Bauer)
15:00 – 15:15 Coffee break
15:15 – 16:15 Conclusion, Evaluation & Certificates
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Participants

Name

Institution

Email address

Alpi, Federico

Fondazione per le scienze
religiose Giovanni XXIII

alpi@fscire.it

Barget, Monika

Leibniz Institute of European
History, Mainz

barget@ieg-mainz.de

Boersma, Karla

Theological University of
Apeldoorn

karlaboersma@refo500.nl

Bosschaert, Dries

KU Leuven

dries.bosschaert@kuleuven.be

Buchholz, MartinPaul

Leibniz Institute of European
History, Mainz

buchholz@ieg-mainz.de

Ehlers, Corinna

Leibniz Institute of European
History, Mainz

ehlers@ieg-mainz.de

Filipovic, Stefan
Trajkovic

Justus-Liebig-Universität
Gießen

Stefan.TrajkovicFilipovic@geschichte.unigiessen.de

Gielis, Gert

KU Leuven

gert.gielis@kuleuven.be
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Glück, David

Goethe University Frankfurt

glueck@rg.mpg.de

Grazi, Alessandro

Leibniz Institute of European
History, Mainz

grazi@ieg-mainz.de

Holzbrecher,
Sebastian

Johannes Gutenberg
University Mainz

holzbrecher@uni-mainz.de

Iarocci, Irene

Fondazione per le scienze
religiose Giovanni XXIII

iarocci@fscire.it

Jessen, Jennifer

University of Giessen

jennifer.t.jessen@germanistik.unigiessen.de

Kelemen, Agnes

Central European University,
Budapest

kelemen_Agi@phd.ceu.edu

Läpke, Stefanie

University and State Library
Bonn

stefanie.laepke@ulb.uni-bonn.de

Medzibrodszky,
Alexandra

CEU/ Leibniz Institute of
European History, Mainz

medzibrodszky@ieg-mainz.de

Müller, Markus

Leibniz Institute of European
History, Mainz

markus.mueller@uni-mainz.de
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Murphy, Luke John

School of Arts, University of
Leicester

l.j.murphy@leicester.ac.uk

Nusser, Alexandra

Johannes Gutenberg
University Mainz

nusser@uni-mainz.de

Pataki, Katalin

Central European University,
Budapest

patakikatalin@gmail.com

Pisano, Libera

University of Hamburg

libpisano@gmail.com

Reitzner, Jan

Georg-August-Universität
Göttingen

jan.reitzner@theologie.unigoettingen.de

Schäfer-Griebel,
Alexandra

Leibniz Institute of European
History, Mainz

schaefer@ieg-mainz.de

Schöning, Benedict

Johannes Gutenberg
University Mainz (Katholisch
Theologische Fakultät,
Abteilung Altes Testament)

bschoeni@uni-mainz.de

Sokolskaya, Maria

Johannes Gutenberg
University Mainz

msokolsk@uni-mainz.de

Voigt-Goy,
Christopher

Leibniz Institute of European
History, Mainz

voigt-goy@ieg-mainz.de

Wagner, Andreas

Max Planck Institute for
European Legal History

wagner@rg.mpg.de
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11.

Haus Maria Frieden

The participants have an opportunity to stay at “Haus Maria Frieden” in the very center of
Mainz. This accommodation is run by the religious order of Societas Mariae and is a part of
their monastery.

12.

Public Transportation to the IEG
Address:
Alte Universitätsstraße 19
D – 55116 Mainz
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 6131-39-39340
Fax: +49 (0) 6131-39-30153
E-Mail: info@ieg-mainz.de

You can arrive at the IEG on foot from Mainz Railway Station (10 mins):
Go towards the right on the square in front of the station (along the tram tracks) into
Bahnhofstraße; cross Münsterplatz and walk along Schillerstraße as far as Schillerplatz
(Fastnachtsbrunnen), turn left into Ludwigsstraße, and continue straight ahead as far as the
theatre; go past the theatre and turn left again into Schöfferstraße / Alte Universitätsstraße.
The Institute is in the former university building directly in front of you (building no. 19) [To
photo].

Take one of the following buses from Mainz Railway Station (bus stop in front of the station)
to the bus stop Höfchen/Listmann:
- No. 54 (direction: Ginsheim-Gustavsburg)
- No. 55 (direction: Bischofsheim)
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- No. 56 (direction: Kostheim)
- No. 57 (direction: Krautgärten/Kastel)
- No. 60 (direction: Ginsheim-Gustavsburg)
- No. 61 (direction: Laubenheim)
- No. 62 (direction: Gonsenheim/Wildpark)
- No. 63 (direction: Bismarckplatz)

13.

Image Credits

Page 1, 5: ReIReS internet site: https://reires.eu/
Page 4, 6: Dariah-DE workshop with students of mainzed's master’s programme "Digital
Methods" at Monastery Jakobsberg, Ockenheim, Germany
Page 9: Foto of the main building of the Leibniz-Institute of European History (from the main
web site of the Institute: https://www.ieg-mainz.de/likecms.php)
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